Approach

Read Book Maqasid Al Shariah As Philosophy Of Islamic Law

A Systems Analysis of Maqasid Al Shariah: The Most Promising Tool for the 'Contemporization' of Islamic Law and Its Philosophical Foundations is the most promising tool for the 'contemporization' of Islamic law and its philosophical foundations. It is also - as this book reveals - a promising tool for the realization of Islamic law.

This book is a program which seeks to construct an intellectual framework for Islamic methodology with a view to realizing practical training in the thoughtful investigation of issues related to knowledge in various fields. The book's title affirms the distinctive types of integration that characterize Islamic methodology, including integration of sources, means, and schools of thought. It also serves as an essential reference work not only for students of Islamic law, but also for anyone with an interest in Muslim society or in issues of comparative law.

The maqasid al-shari'ah (higher intents and purposes of Islamic law) have been either directly stated in the Qur'an and the Sunnah or inferred from these by a number of scholars. All of these addictions are derived from the Qur'an and the Sunnah. The maqasid al-shari'ah of human beings all the just ends of human life, human safety, human rights, goodwill, and freedom. In this paper Dr. Chapra explores the maqasid al-shari'ah of human life in relation to the maqasid al-shari'ah of human beings. He shows that the maqasid al-shari'ah of human life is a human right to the pursuit of self-realization and to the full development of one's potential.

This work charts new territory in Islamic scholarship by attempting to address the field of public policy from a maqasid (higher objectives of the Shariah) perspective. Public Policy is an independent discipline from both law and politics. Thus, Public Policy in Islam is introduced here as a qualitatively different enterprise from both fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) and siyasah shar'iyyah (Shariah-law politics).

This book discusses the common principles of morality and ethics derived from divine endowed intuitive reason through the creation of al-fitr' a (nature) and human intellect (al-'aql). Biomedical ethics and clinical theology are related to topics such as organ transplantation, abortion, and the right to die. Care God's special gifts to human beings, God's revelation as given to the prophets is the supernatural source of divine guidance through which human communities have been guided at all times throughout history. The second part of the book is devoted to preserving the maqasid under the Shariah, including: Preservation of Life, Preservation of Physical Integrity and Freedom, Preservation of Property (asna'i and Preservation of Properly). Lastly, the third part of the book discusses selected topical issues, including abortion, assisted reproduction devices, genetic screening. The work essentially makes the history of life, development, content, and practice of Shariah. What are its origins? What is a Shariah court and how does it work? How does a person become a Muslim in the eyes of Islamic law? Does Islamic law allow Muslims to marry non-Muslims? What are blasphemy laws, and how are they enforced? How does Islamic law govern trade and contracts of sale? Does Muslim law establish commercial law in the Islamic World? The main question that this book tackles is: How does Islamic law meet the definition by analyzing how they deal with the aspects of modern life. Together with a group of eminent contributors, ranging from a retired Prime Minister, a former Chief Justice, and a number of prominent scholars, this book provides a comprehensive analysis of the legal and ethical issues of contemporary global society and the legal and political authorities and institutions of religious authority within the context of modern day governance.

The maqasid al-shari'ah (higher intents and purposes of Islamic law) have been either directly stated in the Qur'an and the Sunnah or inferred from these by a number of scholars. All of these addictions are derived from the Qur'an and the Sunnah. The maqasid al-shari'ah of human beings all the just ends of human life, human safety, human rights, goodwill, and freedom. In this paper Dr. Chapra explores the maqasid al-shari'ah of human life in relation to the maqasid al-shari'ah of human beings. He shows that the maqasid al-shari'ah of human life is a human right to the pursuit of self-realization and to the full development of one's potential.
Shaikh Muhammad al-Tahther ibn Ashur is the most renowned Zaytuna Imam and one of the great Islamic scholars of the 20th century. The publication of this translation of Shaikh IbN Ashur’s Treasures is a significant breakthrough in making a methodology for understanding maqasid al-shariah, which is one of the most significant contributions of Islamic law, which has not undergone any serious development since the era of the great imams. Ibn Ashur – quite courageously - also addressed the sensitive topic of the intents/maqasid of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) and pointed out that prophetic traditions that speak about his intensions were different from the usual sayings that were meant to be for the sake of specific purposes such as political leadership, court judgment, friendly advice, and conflict resolution. But Ibn Ashur’s most significant contribution in this area is the maqasid system which is formulated in traditions and presents his views. For those contemporary scholars who believe in the ‘preservation of lineage’ into the preservation of the family system, the ‘protection of true belief’ into ‘freedom of beliefs’, etc. He also introduced the concepts of ‘orderliness’, ‘natural disposition’, ‘freedom’, ‘rights’, ‘crisis’, and ‘equality’ as Maqasid in their own right, and upon which the whole Islamic law is based. This development opens great opportunities for Islamic law to address new issues, for Muslim society, and for Muslim minorities.

The growth of Islamic finance today is significant, making it timely to meet the market demand across the world and particularly for Muslim countries by producing a crypto-currency model under the Shariah’s ethical principles. This book addresses core components of cryptocurrency within the Maqasid al-Shari’a framework in enabling students, academics, users, traders, investors, promoters, financiers, managers, researchers, and practitioners to understand the ethical requirements of addressing crypto-currencies, markets, and networks. Among the issues covered are corporate governance, global phenomena and world view, the Shariah model, SWOT analysis, innovation, conventional practices and the Halalidictionary, regulatory frameworks, ethical paradigms and more. Takaf and Wireframe Financial is a framework that offers a pragmatic approach to blockchain technology, risk factors, and taskaful. This book establishes a Halal alternative model of cryptocurrency management within the Maqasid al-Shari’a to meet the contemporary global market demand.

This book approaches the question of technology from an Islamic ethical perspective. The book tries to broaden the scope of the Shariah to deal comprehensively with the ethical questions and dilemmas that arise in the midst of a modern technological culture due to the absence of well-defined religious-ethical ends. It looks at the maqasid as a universal ethical theory to be interpreted and applied universally. It is a comprehensive study of the ethical requirements arising from the ultimate aims and purposes of the Shariah. It works out the relationship between the various objectives and how they can be developed into an Islamic ethics of technology. Following in the recent interdisciplinary trend, the book further presents a framework to encompass and integrate the thought of the Islamic thought with the existing ethical frameworks. The book is interested in finding alternatives to the existing technological model will find this book valuable. Specifically those interested in Islam and Modern World and how (ijtihad is being undertaken to tackle contemporary ethical problems will find this book helpful.

With the end of the early Islamic period, Muslim scholars came to sense that a rift had begun to emerge between the teachings and principles of Islam and Muslims’ daily reality and practices. The most important means by which scholars sought to restore the intimate contact between Muslims and the Qur’an was to study the objectives of Islam, the causes behind Islamic legal rulings and the intentions and goals underlying the Shariah, or Islamic Law. It made them clear that every legal ruling in Islam has a function which it performs, an aim which it realises, a cause, be it explicit or implicit, and an intention which it seeks to fulfill, and all of this in order to realize benefit to human beings or to ward off harm or corruption. They showed how these intentions, and higher objectives might have been stated explicitly in the texts of the Qur’an and the Sunnah, while at other times, scholars might bring him to light by means of independent reasoning based on their own moral and ethical criteria. This work is a comprehensive analysis of maqasid al-shariah in its various aspects, as well as a painstaking study of objectives-based thought as pioneered by the father of objectives-based jurisprudence, Imam Abi Isma’il al-Shafi’i; in addition, the author presents a historical overview of the Islamic thought concerning the objectives of the Shariah, and the life of a wealth of scholars in this field.

This book primarily addresses three salient questions which deal with the general philosophy of Islamic law. What is the general philosophy of Islamic law? Where does this idea of the general philosophy of Islamic law come from? Why do we need the doctrines of the general philosophy of Islamic law? These are some of the salient questions that this book deals with. The theoretical and practical application of some aspects of the texts of the Holy Qur’an and Prophetic traditions in words is not always visible. Neither classical Islamic thought nor the liberal schools provide ready-made answers for the problem of finding an ethical ideal. This does not mean some contemporary Muslims secularize their religious ideals. A manner of Islamic ideology is to be based on the ideals held by Muslim scholars of 1400 hundred years of Islamic history. This does not mean we should adhere to the text of the Qur’an and the traditions of the prophet to meet the demands of the modernity. There is no prudential need to adhere to the teachings of the 8th century to meet the challenges of the 21st century.

The present volume is an attempt to offer both a comprehensive and diversified view of maqasid al-shari’a: conceptual, methodological, historical and practical. This surge involves not only students of Islamic jurisprudence and Shariah scholars, but also different categories of researchers and writers from the various disciplines of the humanities and social sciences to the natural and hard sciences. We could thus speak of the emergence of a new area of study bearing the name of ‘Maqasid shari’ah: conceptual, methodological, historical and practical’. This surge involves not only students of Islamic jurisprudence and Shariah scholars, but also different categories of researchers and writers from the various disciplines of the humanities and social sciences to the natural and hard sciences. We could thus speak of the emergence of a new area of study bearing the name of ‘Maqasid shari’ah: conceptual, methodological, historical and practical’. This surge involves not only students of Islamic jurisprudence and Shariah scholars, but also different categories of researchers and writers from the various disciplines of the humanities and social sciences to the natural and hard sciences. We could thus speak of the emergence of a new area of study bearing the name of ‘Maqasid shari’ah: conceptual, methodological, historical and practical’. This surge involves not only students of Islamic jurisprudence and Shariah scholars, but also different categories of researchers and writers from the various disciplines of the humanities and social sciences to the natural and hard sciences. We could thus speak of the emergence of a new area of study bearing the name of ‘Maqasid shari’ah: conceptual, methodological, historical and practical’. This surge involves not only students of Islamic jurisprudence and Shariah scholars, but also different categories of researchers and writers from the various disciplines of the humanities and social sciences to the natural and hard sciences. We could thus speak of the emergence of a new area of study bearing the name of ‘Maqasid shari’ah: conceptual, methodological, historical and practical’. This surge involves not only students of Islamic jurisprudence and Shariah scholars, but also different categories of researchers and writers from the various disciplines of the humanities and social sciences to the natural and hard sciences. We could thus speak of the emergence of a new area of study bearing the name of ‘Maqasid shari’ah: conceptual, methodological, historical and practical’. This surge involves not only students of Islamic jurisprudence and Shariah scholars, but also different categories of researchers and writers from the various disciplines of the humanities and social sciences to the natural and hard sciences. We could thus speak of the emergence of a new area of study bearing the name of ‘Maqasid shari’ah: conceptual, methodological, historical and practical’.
the theory of maqasid; the differential approaches the ulama have taken toward the identification of maqasid; and finally the relevance of maqasid to ijtihad and the ways in which maqasid can enhance the scope and caliber of ijtihad.

For over a century, intellectual property (IP) regimes have been justified using Western philosophical theories rooted in the idea that IP must reward talent and maximize global stocks of knowledge and cultural products. Reforming IP in a context of legal pluralism, Ezieddin El Mahjub brings an Islamic and comparative narrative to the appropriate design and scope of IP rights, and in doing so criticizes the dominance of Western influence on a global regime that impacts the ability of people to access medicine, to read, to imagine, and to reshape popular culture. The Islamic vision of IP, which is based on a broad theory of social justice, maintains that IP cannot simply be seen as a reward for effort or tool to maximize economic efficiency but as one legal right within a complicated distributive scheme affecting fundamental human rights, equal opportunities, and human capabilities.

This work charts new territory in Islamic scholarship by attempting to address the field of public policy from a maqasid (higher objectives of the Shariah) perspective. Public Policy is an independent discipline from both law and politics. Thus, Public Policy in Islam is introduced here as a qualitatively different enterprise from both fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) and siyasah shar’iyah (Shariah-oriented politics). The book deals with a number of critical topics that include methodology, governance, human rights, ethics, political power, and reform and renewal. It highlights how the maqasid approach is indispensable to the theory and practice of public policy in Islam, how it could resolve some of the most persistent governance dilemmas throughout Muslim history, but more significantly, how it forces a re-conceptualisation of the wealth of knowledge available in Islam’s primary sources to introduce Public Policy in Islam to mainstream policy studies.
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